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Worship Old and New - Robert E. Webber 2009-12-15
“A worship that will have staying power is a worship that is firmly
grounded in the old, yet aware of and concerned for new ways to respond
to the old, old story.”In the first edition of Worship Old and New, Robert
E. Webber introduced an approach to worship that blended historical and
traditional practices with contemporary elements. Since then, the
spreading fires of worship renewal have provided opportunity for fresh
consideration. This significantly revised edition is the result of Webber’s
interaction with current worship trends. It is intended to be used both in
the classroom and by those who want to improve worship in the local
church.Reformatted for an easier, logical approach to worship theology,
this revised edition of Worship Old and New is divided into four major
sections, addressing the biblical foundation of worship, its theology, its
history, and its practice. New information has been incorporated into
each section to give the reader a better grasp of the biblical themes of
worship, a deeper understanding of Old Testament customs, and a solid
grounding in modern-day renewal movements.Especially significant is a
reexamination of the actual practice of worship that goes beyond the
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merely academic to provide a practical perspective through the eyes of
the worship leader and worshipers.Well-versed in the best of both past
and present, Worship Old and New is a scholarly, up-to-date, and
thought-provoking resource for those serious about exploring worship.
Soul Care - Rob Reimer 2016-06
Soul Care explores seven principles that can lead to lasting
transformation and freedom for all who struggle with a broken,
damaged, and sin-stained soul.
Invading Babylon - Lance Wallnau 2013-07-16
You were transformed to transform your world! For too long, Christianity
has been defined by a false concept of church. As a result, believers have
built walls around their lives, keeping culture at a distance. As Christians
have tried to keep culture out of the church, unfortunately, the church
has kept itself out of the culture. This was never Jesus’ design for the
your life! Before church was established as a place that people “came
to,” Jesus instituted it as an army that brought transformation to society,
starting with salvation and continuing with seven spheres of influence:
Church, family, education, government, media, arts, and commerce. Six
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revolutionary voices in the modern church deliver Invading Babylon. This
essential guide will equip you to: Understand your vital role in shaping
society. Release God’s will in your sphere of influence. Become an
unstoppable citizen in God’s Kingdom. It’s your time to arise and be a
light in a dark world.
Charismatic Captivation - Steven Lambert 2015-09-01
Multitudes of sincere and trusting believers are caught in the virtually
invisible web of religious captivation in the churches they attend,
ministries they are under, and networks they are aligned with...and don't
know it!These faithful followers of Christ are unaware victims of spiritual
abuse, psychological enslavement, and exploitation perpetrated under
the heavy-hand of hyper-authoritarianism. That is to say, the leadership
of the church-group of which they are a part is dominating, controlling,
manipulating, and exploiting their followers for personal gain and private
kingdom-building. Through systematic indoctrination, victims are duped
into accepting as biblical and beneficial the oppressive and abusive
predominance imposed upon them by unscrupulous, tyrannical churchleaders.Without realizing the spiritual effect of what they are doing,
myriads of sincere, faithful believers, in submitting themselves and
surrendering unto their spiritual leaders their God-given right to selfgovernance, have become what God explicitly admonished against: "DO
NOT BECOME SLAVES OF MEN!" (1 Cor. 7:23).Authoritarian abuse
(aka, "spiritual abuse") is one of the most widespread and troubling
problems facing the Church today. Indeed, the truth is that ecclesiastical
enslavement and exploitation is pandemic in many sectors of 21st
Century Christendom, though those churches and ministries employing it
go to great lengths to disguise and conceal it.Though religious
predomination is certainly nothing new, and hyper-authoritarianism is by
no means limited to the Neo-Pentecostal branch of the Church, it has
especially flourished in Charismatic and other Neo-Pentecostal groups
since it was infused into the fabric, foundation, and functions of that
branch of the Church in the early- to mid-seventies through what became
known as the "Discipleship or Shepherding Movement." The doctrines
and practices spawned in that false movement remain an integral part of
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the operations of many churches and groups yet today!Written from an
"insider's" perspective by a noted and respected Charismatic minister,
Charismatic Captivation, has been appraised and praised by ministers,
scholars, theologians, church leaders, and laymen as one of the most
comprehensive and convincing volumes written to date on the prevalent
problem of authoritarian abuse, yet without the "Charismatic-bashing"
characteristic of other books citing Neo-Pentecostal abuses.
The Coming Great Reformation - Andrew Strom 2008-06
Andrew Strom is an international author and speaker, founder of
RevivalSchool.com and the international REVIVAL List. In this book, he
speaks of the many visions and prophecies that have come forth of a
great "shaking" - a tidal wave of Change - coming to the church. Why did
God speak to a leading U.S. intercessor in the 1980's that, "I am going to
change the understanding and expression of Christianity in the EARTH in
one generation"? God wants His church back. There must be a return to
the purity and power of the Book of Acts. God is going to "SHAKE" the
nations of the world until this is accomplished. Read these visions that
went all over the earth when they were published - and ask yourself,
"Has this Shaking now begun?" A timely and provocative book for every
Christian concerned with the future of the church. A call for a return to a
true and vibrant Christianity - but not as we know it.
Churches that Abuse - Ronald M. Enroth 1993
This book warns and informs readers about the fringe churches and
groups that operate with abusive styles, creating emotional and spiritual
perils for their adherents.
Passion for Jesus - Mike Bickle 2013-07-15
For all those who want to feel love, acceptance, forgiveness, peace, rest,
and freedom from the past, Mike Bickle’s timeless message will break
open and restore any heart. Many men and women struggle with what
they’ve done and who they are. They have never really had an
opportunity to encounter Jesus’ personality and to understand how He
sees His children--until now. What does God feel about you? No matter
what you have done, God wants you to know that His love is very deep.
Seeing the passion of God’s personality will help bring you to a personal
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wholeness and spiritual maturity. It will awaken a stronger devotion to
God and a passion for Jesus.
The Journey of Desire - John Eldredge 2016-09-13
In his groundbreaking book, The Journey of Desire, John Eldredge invites
readers to: Rediscover their God-given desire. Abandon resignation.
Search again for the life they once dreamed of. Sometimes it seems we
just can't get what we want. Circumstances thwart our best-laid plans.
We struggle to live a heartfelt life. Worst of all, says Eldredge, the
modern church mistakenly teaches its people to kill desire (calling it sin)
and replace it with duty or obligation (calling it sanctification). As a
result, at best Christians tend to live safe, boring lives of resignation. At
worst, their desire eventually breaks out in destructive ways such as
substance abuse, affairs, and pornography addictions.
The Relentless Tenderness of Jesus - Brennan Manning 2004-02-01
Is God a wrathful judge? A gentle healer? A father? Brother? Friend? In
The Relentless Tenderness of Jesus, Brennan Manning brings you to a
deeper understanding of the true nature of God. Through poignant and
unforgettable stories and challenging observations, Manning helps you
stretch your mind and reject simplistic explanations of who God really is.
With rich insights you'll see how God can at once be a roaring lion,
pacing the globe and seeking you out; and simultaneously a tender lamb,
there to comfort you in any time of need. A unique experience, this book
will forever change the way you think about God.
A Glimpse of Jesus - Brennan Manning 2010-10-12
Beloved Christian writer Brennan Manning has long been illuminating
the transforming power of God's constant love for us in his bestselling
books. Now he identifies self–hatred as the reason that so many of us
seem unable to accept this incredible, unchanging love. By clearly
examining and understanding Jesus' life, we can put self–hatred behind
us forever and truly be transformed in the ways God intended.
Crosswise - Henry Gruver 1998-12-01
Henry has walked and prayed over 450 cities, praying aloud and in the
Spirit pulling down strongholds, loosing the angels to do warfare,
reclaiming the land for God. Considered by many to be America's
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greatest intercessor and prayer walker.
Coming Home to Your True Self - Albert Haase OFM 2010-04-07
Albert Haase presents the spiritual journey as a return home. And home
is the sacrament of the present moment. It is only living right now, right
here, that we discover life and this world awash in the grace of God. We
simply need to become aware and grow in greater sensitivity to the
divine Presence who dwells within and in whom we dwell.
Henri Nouwen and Spiritual Polarities - Wil Hernandez 2012
Highlights the tension-filled nature of our journey and shows us, via
Nouwen's example, how we too can navigate our way through it in a
transformative way.
Your Church Is Too Small - John H. Armstrong 2010-03-23
“I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message, that
all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in
you.”Too often, these words of Jesus from John 17:20-21 seem like an
unreachable ideal. But in Your Church Is Too Small, John Armstrong
shows that Jesus’ vision of Christian unity is for all God’s people across
social, cultural, racial, and denominational lines.“With attention to his
own pilgrimage and growth in ecclesial awareness, John Armstrong
explores here the evangelical heart and ecumenical breadth of churchly
Christianity. I am encouraged by his explorations and commend this
study to all believers who pray and labor for the unity for which our
Savior prayed.” – Timothy George, senior editor, Christianity Today.“Dr.
Armstrong’s irenic approach should make it easy for Christians—whether
Catholic, Orthodox, or Protestant—to engage the challenging thesis of
the book, while recognizing that there remain points of doctrine between
them which will require further clarification. Anyone concerned about
either evangelism or Christian unity should read this book, and take
seriously its call for both mission and ecumenism.” – Fr. Thomas A.
Baima, Provost, University of Saint Mary of the LakeJohn Armstrong is
one of those Evangelical theologians—may their tribe increase and the
valley abound with their tents—who know that full obedience to Christ
embraces the historical transmission through which we know him. This
book refuses to scale down the bearer of that tradition—the historical
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church, that is—or reduce the authority of its voice. – Fr. Patrick Henry
Reardon, senior editor, Touchstone “It's a must for anyone who has
grown weary with Christian divisiveness and schism and longs to
discover ways of strengthening the bonds that unite us in the Spirit of
Christ.”– Chuck Colson
The Power of Mentoring - Martin Sanders 2009-05-15
The Power of Mentoring is a groundbreaking guide for mentoring the
next generation of Christian leaders. With its variety of practical,
insightful mentoring models, The Power of Mentoring provides
motivation for mentoring involvement, new approaches and skill-building
exercises and implementation strategies. This ideal resource includes:
Key thoughts questions for reflection, Action plans, A "Life Plan" for selfevaluation, Accountability questions and additional suggested resources .
River Dwellers - Rob Reimer 2015-04-01
Did you ever wish there was more to your Christian life? Too often the
Christian life is reduced to going to church, attending meetings, serving
God, and doing devotions. But Jesus promised us abundant life - a deep,
intimate, satisfying connection with the living God. How do we access the
abundant life that Jesus promised? The key is the presence and life of the
Holy Spirit within us. Jesus said that the Spirit of God flows within us like
a river - He is the River of Life. But we need to dwell in the river in order
to access the Spirit's fullness. In his latest book, Dr. Rob Reimer offers a
deep look at life in the Spirit and provides practical strategies for
dwelling in the River of Life. We will explore the fullness of the Spirit,
tuning into the promptings of the Spirit, walking in step with the Spirit,
and developing sensitivity to the presence of the God in our lives. This
resource will guide you toward becoming a full-time river dweller, even
in the midst of life's most difficult seasons when the river seems to run
low. Together let's become River Dwellers, living where the fullness of
God flows so that we can carry living water to a world dying of thirst!
Why I Left the Prophetic Movement.. [New 2012 Edition] - Andrew
Strom 2008-04-01
Where are the fiery prophets of today - the piercing Revivalists of old?
Why do we have "gold dust," feathers, "holy laughter" and Charismatic
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chaos, instead of weeping and deep repentance? In this book, Revival
preacher Andrew Strom tells of what he saw and why he left the modern
Prophetic movement after eleven years' involvement. And how the
announcement of his leaving shook the movement. What is real Revival?
And how does it differ from what we are seeing? What are real prophets
of God supposed to be like? And how do you discern true signs and
wonders from the false? All these questions and more are answered in
this provocative book. Andrew Strom is founder of "RevivalSchool-com"
and editor of the Revival List. For many years he was known as a
"publisher of the prophets" - until his shock announcement in 2004 that
he was publicly quitting the movement. This is his story why. FROM THE
REVIEWS: "This book left me in tears, weeping for a restoration of the
true gospel and with such a yearning to see real revival in our nation..."
The Quinn Moosebroker Mysteries - Michael Friedman 2014-12-11
Detective Quinn Moosebroker arrived in the sleepy town of Clearview
Terrace a broken man. A shoot out in the line of duty killed his partner
and a second bullet ended his career with the Allentown Police
Department. In his forced retirement, he lives with his daughter Kate
and has become a Sunday painter. His one activity is the restoration of a
1946 wood-paneled Chrysler Town and Country and an occasional trip to
the local used book shop run by Blake Knightly. Kate sets her father up
on a blind date with the widow Betty Atwood to see a local play at a
community theater. At the end of act one Pepper Bishop, owner of the
Second Street Mystery Playhouse is murdered. Betty Atwood starts the
beginning of the best first date in history and the best thing that has
happened to her in the years since her husband's passing. The couples
casual encounter quickly develops into a partnership that unveils a
pornographers scheme to sell photographs of non-consenting Clearview
Terrace ladies to a big city true-detective publisher. During Quinn and
Betty's investigation Quinn bumps heads with the local authority in the
form of Detective DeLaMonte a renegade dismissed from the New
Orleans Police department. Eleanor Pennyworth finds Quinn
Moosebroker's name in an address book with the word 'trusted' written
in pencil. When her partner is found dead in his Clearview Terrace home,
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she calls in Quinn to investigate a missing literary manuscript known as
Night of the Falling. Quinn and Betty find themselves in a world of book
people and rare book treasures. Quinn relays a conversation about a
young man's dream of murder to Betty he overheard on a quiet Saturday
afternoon at the local barbershop. The story hits Betty so hard that while
she tried to sleep that night she received a visitor in the form of a little
boy at the foot of her bed. The haunting guest and Quinn's growing
loyalty to Betty lead them to a government cover-up at a North Carolina
Marine Corp Camp and to an aging Marine and his estranged wife. On
the return home, along a cold dark southern highway, Betty adjusts the
Town and Country's radio and a broadcast that correctly describes the
night he was shot and his partner was killed sends them on a detour
deep into a steel town and Quinn's past. The investigation undoes Dolan
Ó Braonáin a local crime boss and exposes the far reaching tentacles of
his organization. An innocent trip to the grand opening of a Clearview
Terrace thrift store and an unexpected find send this detective duo
skirting along the edges of stolen Nazi loot as they do their best to find
the rightful owner of a piece of art that has survived all that has come its
way. Clearview Terrace will never be the same.
Hyper-Grace - Michael L. Brown 2014-01-07
At a time when the church needs an urgent wake-up call and a fresh
encounter with Jesus, the hyper-grace message is lulling many to sleep.
Claiming to be a new revelation of grace, this teaching is gaining in
popularity, but is it true? Or is the glorious truth of grace being polluted
by errors, leading to backsliding, compromise, and even the
abandonment of faith?
Live Your Calling - Kevin Brennfleck 2004-11-01
An action-plan for self-fulfillment that helps people find their true calling
in life This practical and inspirational guide helps Christian men and
women of all ages identify and use their God-given gifts to find purpose,
direction, and joy in their life and work. Based on their years of
counseling and experience, Kevin and Kay Marie Brennfleck offer actionoriented tools and a proven methodology to help readers develop the
decision-making skills they need to discover and live the life that God
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intended, maximizing the synergies between ministry, work, and spiritual
gifts. Kevin and Kay Marie Brennfleck (Pasadena, CA) are nationally
recognized experts in career counseling, work satisfaction, and
productivity. Their Web site, www.ChristianCareerCenter.com, is the
most visited Christian career site on the Internet.
A Spiritual Formation Workbook - Revised Edition - James Bryan Smith
2010-09-28
This beginning workbook for Spiritual Formation Groups features
guidelines for starting a group, study plans for the first nine sessions,
and a questionnaire that helps map the way ahead. Based upon six major
dimensions of the spiritual life found in the life of Christ and Christian
tradition: The Contemplative Tradition - The Holiness Tradition - The
Charismatic Tradition - The Social Justice Tradition - The Evangelical
Tradition - and The Incarnational Tradition, this workbook program
provides all the necessary ingredients to start and maintain a Spiritual
Formation Group. Successfully used by thousands of Spiritual Formation
Group participants, A Spiritual Formation Workbook has been completely
revised to correlate with Richard J. Foster's Streams of Living Water. Its
new and updated exercises and teachings offer fresh perspectives on
Christian faith and practice. Christian in perspective and ecumenical in
breadth, RENOVARÉ (from the Latin, meaning "to renew") is an effort
committed to the renewal of the Church. Founded by bestselling writer
Richard J. Foster, RENOVARÉ provides individual churches with a
balanced, practical, effective small-group strategy for spiritual growth.
What's Your God Language? - Myra Perrine 2007
In What's Your God Language? Myra Perrine describes nine types of
spiritual temperaments and suggests disciplines and faith expressions
that fit best with each unique temperament (or blend of temperaments).
Drawing on her doctoral research that built on the work of Gary Thomas
and others, Perrine calls readers to stop fighting the way God wired them
and to experience a deeper intimacy with Christ by embracing their
unique “spiritual circuitry.” Features: In-depth analysis of nine
categories of spiritual temperaments Spiritual temperament assessment
tool for assessing one's individual temperament Biblically supported and
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thoroughly researched Written in a friendly, anecdotal style Foreword by
Gary Thomas Web site with additional intermediate and advanced
exercises The 9 Languages: The Activist The Asetic The Caregiver The
Contemplative The Enthusiast The Intellectual The Naturalist The
Sensate The Traditionalist
Emerging Worship - Dan Kimball 2009-07-27
Churches are aging. Even among megachurches with their modern
technology and huge number of members, whole generations are now
missing. In order to reach the 18-35 year olds, churches need to
incorporate alternative worship services into their ministries that meet
the unique needs of the emerging generations.In a conversational,
narrative style, author Dan Kimball guides church leaders on how to
create alternative services from start to finish. Using anecdotes from his
own experience at Graceland, Kimball presents six creative models,
providing real-life examples of each type. Emerging Worship covers key
topics including• Developing a prayer team• Evaluating the local mission
field and context• Determining leaders and a vision-based team•
Understanding why youth pastors are usually the ideal staff to start a
new service• Recognizing the difference in values between emerging
worship and the rest of the church• Asking critical questions beforehand
The Prophetic Gifts & Office - A Biblical Perspective - Steven Lambert
2002-12
God says in His Word that He has permanently set into the Church, for as
long as the Church continues here on the Earth first apostles, second
prophets, and third teachers (1 Cor. 12:28). Contrary to false
cessationism teaching, all of the Fivefold Ministry offices (Eph. 4:11)
continue to be operational in the Church Jesus is building, which includes
the office of the prophet, as well as the nine gifts of the #13; Spirit or
Charismata (1 Cor. 12:6-8). God never ceased talking to His Mankind
Creation and especially His Church, the Body of Christ. From the very
first man, Adam all the way forward in time to the present hour, God has
always had His surrogate spokesmen through whom He speaks to His
people! The Prophetic Gifts and Office?A Biblical Perspective, by Dr.
Steven Lambert, is one of the most comprehensive single volumes
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exclusively addressing the matter of the prophetic gifts and office ever
written. Published in teaching manual format and compiled from
teachings in hundreds of prophetic seminars over the course of several
decades, it is a virtual encyclopedia of the prophetic gifts and office,
chronicling their entire history of the from their origins in the Garden of
Eden to their Dark Ages demise, to their prophesied restoration to their
proper place of function in the modern Church.
A Light that Shineth in a dark place (Report for 1874). - Drury Lane
Christian Mission (LONDON) 1874
The Signature of Jesus - Brennan Manning 2004-07-06
The Signature of Jesus challenges the gospel of "cheap grace" and calls
the church to radical discipleship. With passion and boldness, author
Brennan Manning invites readers to risk living life as Jesus
lived—committed to simplicity, purity of heart, and obedience to the
gospel. As a radical alternative this book is offered to Christians who
want to live by faith and not by mere “religion,” for those who recognize
that many of the burning theological issues in the church today are
neither burning nor theological; who see Christianity neither as a moral
code or a belief system but as a love affair; who have not forgotten that
they are followers of a crucified Christ; who know that following him
means living dangerously; who want to live the gospel without
compromise; who have no greater desire than to have his signature
written on the pages of their lives. “Behold,” Jesus proclaims, “I stand at
the door and knock.” You may have already met him at the door…but do
you truly know him? Have you been transformed by His furious,
passionate, unexplainable love? Join Brennan Manning, the bestselling
author of The Ragamuffin Gospel, on a personal journey to experience
Christ’s love and live with His passion.
The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow - Constance E. Cumbey 1983
Reflects years of in-depth and extensive research. The author clearly
demonstrates the movement's supreme purpose: to subvert our JudeoChristian foundation and create a one-world order through a complex
network of occult organizations.
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Growing In The Prophetic - Mike Bickle 2013-10-01
DIVMike Bickle combines biblical balance and passionate faith to draw
readers into new spiritual levels of relationship with God. This revised
edition discusses Bickles's involvement with the International House of
Prayer and TheCall. Having lead a church where prophetic gifts have
been practiced for over 20 years, Bickle offers practical and sound advice
to pastors, leaders and lay people. Learn how to integrate prophetic
ministry into the life of your church./div
Master Potter - Jill Austin 2011-07-28
"You are not merely beginning a book but rather entering your own
journey into the ravished heart of Jesus, the Master Potter." ---MIKE
BICKLE, International House of Prayer Forsaken is a broken clay vessel
in Comfort Cove, a quaint 19th-century fishing village. This is a story
about the struggle for her soul as she is discarded on the Potter's Field,
the town's garbage dump. The cosmic war for humanity is brought to
vivid reality as Master Potter finds her there. You may see yourself as
you read about Forsaken and her struggle toward wholeness. Through
many trials she develops intimacy, receives healing from her past pain
and brokenness, and learns that Master Potter desires her even in her
weakness. No one is too broken to be healed and used by God. Heavenly
and satanic forces battle for Forsaken's soul until Master Potter rescues
her, giving her a new name and new hope for her life. Supernatural
encounters, visits from the spirit world, and her personal struggle for
hope blur the line between allegory and reality.
A Different Gospel - D. R. McConnell 1995
"A Different Gospel," a book for the heart and the mind, is must reading
for those who seek reliable information about the "Word of Faith"
movement. Every Christian should read this book in order to be aware of
the dangerous implications of the widespread and cultic "Word of Faith"
movement preaching what is popularly known as ""Name It and Claim
It"" theology. "A Different Gospel" is a bold and revealing examination of
the biblical and historical basis of this movement. This new and revised
edition is complete with a foreword by Hank Hanegraaff, author of
"Christianity in Crisis," and a new afterward by D. R. McConnell. The
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author knows the movement first hand and has a heart for those snared
by it. He is also an academically trained observer who has based his
work on careful historical and biblical analysis. McConnell warns of the
movement's cultic nature in its doctrine of healing and its understanding
of the atonement and demonstrates how far the movement's doctrine of
prosperity is from Scripture's true teaching.
Radical Grace - Richard Rohr 1995
The author invites readers to be faithful, to turn to God, to reform their
hearts and lives and to call their culture and Church to radical
transformation, in a collection of 408 meditations that spans two decades
and combines reflections from the author's popular lectures and
published and unpublished writings. Reprint.
The Divine HoursTM, Pocket Edition - 2007-05-15
Presents a compact compilation of daily devotions, prayers, psalms,
meditations, and readings drawn from the Book of Common Prayer, the
writings of Church Fathers, the New Jerusalem Bible, and devotional and
meditative poetry .
Face to Face with God - Bill Johnson 2015
This expanded edition of Bill Johnson's popular book has questions for
reflection and a prayer at the end of each chapter. This new material will
encourage the reader to take what he has read and apply it in his own
life. Bill Johnson pastors a church where supernatural encounters with
God happen regularly, miracles are common, and the congregation has
an infectious passion for spiritual growth. How does he do it? It's simple;
he makes experiencing a deep, intimate relationship with God a priority
for himself and the rest of his congregation. In Face to Face With God
Bill Johnson helps you pursue God for greater measures of His presence
in your own life, sharing the principles he has learned as well as real-life
stories from his church and ministry. You will learn: How to “set up an
ambush” for God rather than just waiting on God What it means to enter
“the favor of His face” and how it changes history How to deal with
distractions that enter the mind during prayer/meditation time The
reward of keeping your eyes on the "Blesser" while reaching for His
blessings What happens when God speaks directly as a result of
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obedience How to move beyond the spiritual plateaus to ride the coming
wave of revival
Spiritual Formation as if the Church Mattered - James C. Wilhoit
2022-03-29
Most books on spiritual formation focus on the individual. But spiritual
formation is at the heart of the church's whole purpose for existence. It
must be a central task for the church to carry out Christ's mission in the
world. This book offers an introduction to spiritual formation set squarely
in the local church. The first edition has been well received and widely
used as a textbook. The second edition has been updated throughout,
incorporates findings from positive psychology, and reflects an
Augustinian formation perspective. Foreword by Dallas Willard.
Experiencing God Through Prayer - Madame Guyon 2010-11
Esteemed as one of the greatest Christian works in history, this book
effectively explains short and easy methods of prayer for those who
hunger and thirst after God's presence.
Listening to God - John Ackerman 2001-06-01
Learning how to attend to what God is doing right now is the lifelong
work of (and play) of the person of faith. Helping people to attend to God
is the central work of the congregation. It all begins with learning to
listen to God as a community and to notice what God is doing in our life
together. John Ackerman offers two four-step models and several
additional tools that help us attend to the mystery at the center of our
lives and our congregations.
The Supernatural Power of a Transformed Mind Expanded Edition - Bill
Johnson 2014-06-17
Your Key to Unlocking a Supernatural Lifestyle Many Christians believe
in miracles, but they are not accessing the supernatural as a normal way
of life. Is this you? Are you ready to experience the miraculous lifestyle
that Jesus made available to you because of the Cross? In Supernatural
Power of a Transformed Mind, Pastor Bill Johnson delivers powerful and
practical teaching, revealing how you were designed to bring heaven to
Earth and how it all starts with your thought life. You will learn how to: •
Enjoy complete forgiveness from sin and let go of guilt • Access the open
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heaven over your life and start living as God’s dwelling place • Position
yourself for future breakthrough by studying and remembering God’s
miracles Your access to a lifestyle of signs, wonders, and miracles starts
by changing the way you think. When your mind is transformed, heaven
becomes more than a place you go to one day—becomes the supernatural
power that you release wherever you go today! “This book is needed in
this hour as a wake-up call to the ‘greater things than these shall you do’
promise of Jesus.” – Randy Clark
Kundalini Warning - Are False Spirits Invading the Church? (2015
Update) - Andrew Strom 2015-03-24
Written by a genuine "Insider," this is the true story of one of the most
frightening "invasions" in the history of the church - and the fight to keep
it out. Andrew Strom has been part of the Charismatic movement for
over 30 years - and was deeply involved in the modern "Prophetic"
movement for 11 of those years. He is the founder of RevivalSchool.com
and the International REVIVAL List. In this book, Strom traces this mass
invasion of false spirits back to 1994, and shows how it culminated in the
bizarre events surrounding Todd Bentley and the Lakeland revival in
2008. He then traces it all the way to 2015. What are 'Kundalini' spirits?
What are the signs of their presence? And how can such an invasion be
turned around? All this and more is discussed in this provocative book.
"A 'MUST READ'" - The Voice Magazine. "The church of Jesus Christ does
not realize that it has been infiltrated by demonic forces. Discernment
has been lost! A book that is beyond needful." - Greg Gordon,
SermonIndex. Much additional information is contained in this 2015
UPDATE to the original book.
TRUE and FALSE REVIVAL. . an Insider's Warning. . - Andrew Strom
2008-05
Andrew Strom is founder of RevivalSchool.com and the international
REVIVAL List. He was involved for 11 years in the same Prophetic
movement as Todd Bentley - until he quit in anguish over the unbiblical
and bizarre things going on in that movement. As an insider, Andrew
questions a lot of the 'angels', the gold dust, and "revivals" like the one in
Florida. Read the FACTS to find out why. What is real Revival? And how
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do we tell the true from the false? The answers are found in this
provocative book. From the reviews: "This is not for the faint hearted...
Andrew Strom doesn't pull any punches... a powerful testimony." - D.
Parker, USA. "I could not put it down..." - R. Hollingshead, USA. "A
MUST READ!!" - Lu Ann Sheeder, USA. "This book left me in tears,
weeping for a restoration of the true gospel and with such a yearning to
see real revival." - S. Savage, Amazon.com Reviews.
Uncovering the Myth of Spiritual Covering - Steven Lambert 2016-10-26
Uncovering the Myth of Spiritual Covering is adapted from a chapter of
the widely disseminated book, Charismatic Captivation-Authoritarian
Abuse & Psychological Enslavement in Neo-Pentecostal Churches. That
book exposes the widespread problem of authoritarian abuse that has
been flourishing virtually unabated for decades since it was first infused
into the very fabric, foundation, and functions of the Charismatic/NeoPentecostal church during the false movement known as the
Discipleship/Shepherding Movement (1970-77). Owing extensively to
that Movement and the teachings that were promulgated during it,
hyper-authoritarian doctrines and practices have become cemented into
the foundation, fabric, and functions of many churches, major segments
of some denominations, as well as many of the apostolic networks of
churches, ministries, and ministers that have emerged over primarily
that last four or five decades. The problem has become so widespread
that it has now reached pandemic proportions in Pentecostal and NeoPentecostal streams. The purpose of Uncovering the Myth of Spiritual
Covering is to analyze against the foundation-stone of Scripture, one of
the foundational elements of this hyper-authoritarian ecclesiastical
culture, demonstrate its irrefutable incongruity with Scripture, and
disabuse believers from acceptance of and adherence to it, thereby
liberating them from the invisible chains of psychological enslavement
that have been holding them in bondage to the illegitimate authority
structures of men. Hyper-authoritarianism is predominance or
psychological control imposed by spiritual leaders upon their followers or
congregants regarding not only their involvements within the church or
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ministry, but also regarding their personal and private lives. Ministries
and church-groups practicing this illegitimate domination employ various
means and degrees of psychological indoctrination and coercion to
compel congregants or adherents to subject and conform their personal
activities, behavior, and affairs of life to the leadership-prescribed
standards, rules, expectations, and collective corporate goals of the
church or ministry. The purported pretext for the imposition of this
religious governance is an adulterated or perverted concept of
ecclesiastical authority. Promulgators and practitioners adamantly claim
that the mechanisms of manipulation they employ are a perfectly
Scriptural system of "discipleship" or "spiritual training" in fulfillment of
the role and responsibility of spiritual leaders to "make disciples."
However, the fact of the matter is this kind of "discipleship" exceeds by
far the bounds and intents of legitimate, that is, Scriptural and Godly,
authority. This kind of so-called "shepherding" is not that which is
inspired by the Good Shepherd, but by His arch-rival, Satan, rather it is
blatant misuse and abuse of authority, and is Scripturally-prohibited
usurpation of believers' God-given prerogative or right of personal
autonomy. The author of this book, Dr. Steven Lambert, a
Pentecostal/Charismatic Bible scholar and theologian, shows conclusively
that so-called "spiritual covering," as theorized by those who teach,
promulgate, and adhere to it, is an absolute myth and an unmitigated lie,
and that indeed no semblance of the version of "spiritual covering"
taught by its proponents exists anywhere within Scripture. It is a
complete fabrication concocted by the originators of these fallacious
doctrines by which to facilitate and perpetuate their purely self
aggrandizing objectives of subjugation, domination and control of the
sheep of God's Flock. Every believer in Christ who has ever been exposed
to the deception of "spiritual covering," whereby hyper-authoritarian
ecclesiastical autocrats use it to subjugate, dominate, and control their
followers, desperately needs to read this book, and follow the "15 Rs of
Recovery from Authoritarian Abuse" delineated in the book's last
chapter.
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